From the placement of this article and from the headings above with the bibliographical citations of three books, readers of this piece know that this is a type of writing commonly called a review essay. From the editor's invitation, I knew that what I was to write was a review essay. What does that generic knowledge for writers and readers mean? The significance of this potentially shared understanding is much of what the developing new field of genre study-and these three books-is all about. To understand how writing works, theorists argue, we must understand how genre works, for writing is embedded within genre, writing is never genre-free.
static notion of a classificatory system of forms by emphasizing the functioning of genres to achieve rhetorical purposes. Freedman and Medway, in their introduction to Genre and the New Rhetoric, describe the "new" genre as connecting "a recognition of regularities in discourse types with a broader social and cultural understanding of language in use" (1). In the collection focusing on genres in education, Learning and Teaching Genres, the editors specify a Millerian definition of genres as "typical ways of engaging rhetorically with recurring situations" (2), but they go on to stress that "it is social motives, then, in response to social contexts that new theories of genre highlight" (3). Berkenkotter and Huckin also stress the social context of genres, particularly the disciplinary contexts of their title, but their social perspective is also explicitly cognitive. They begin their first chapter with the highly social assumption, "Written communication functions within disciplinary cultures to facilitate the multiple social interactions that are instrumental in the production of knowledge" (1). Adding the cognitive, they state their thesis: "Genres are inherently dynamic rhetorical structures, that can be manipulated according to the conditions of use, and... genre knowledge is therefore best conceptualized as a form of situated cognition embedded in disciplinary activities" (3). Although at times differing in their touchstones, the writers in the three books agree on and make clear the essence of the new genre theory: a dynamic nature, based in recurring rhetorical situations, and always grounded in the knowledge of readers and writers in particular social contexts.
Genre Theory in Use
Going well beyond theoretical definition, these books also demonstrate genre theory in use, as the new conception of genre is applied to multiple genres in multiple contexts. Within disciplinary communication, Berkenkotter and Huckin demonstrate some of their arguments through analysis of scientific journal articles and their attendant genres, through a literary journal, conference proposals, and the genres written by a graduate student in a composition and rhetoric program, their well-known study of Nate. Not limiting their contexts to disciplinary ones, Freedman and Medway range more widely in their collections, including especially use of school genres and school contexts. The authors in Freedman and Medway's collections explore the genres written by students at a veterinary school, by participants in Department of Defense research grants, by bankers and social workers, and by university-level students, and the genres of criminal sentencing reports, of history essays, and of poems. These applications of genre theory to particular contexts and texts make a wide variety of discoveries-about how genres change, the rhetorical strategies they employ, and how they reflect (and do not reflect) their progenitors.
From some of these discoveries arises the question of whether to teach these discoveries to novices and, if so, how. have developed a curriculum to teach schoolchildren the specific traits, functions, and contexts of particular genres-such as procedure, description, report, explanation, argument, and "recounts" (narratives). As summarized by Richardson, the debate over this curriculum in Australia is primarily one of believers in a "personal growth" model of education versus social constructionists.
The prior issue of genre acquisition, of how people learn new genres, is at the heart of Freedman's and others' arguments that genre cannot be taught in isolation from its contexts. Russell Hunt and Richard Coe, in separate articles in Learning and Teaching Genre, offer helpful analyses of genre acquisition for students, but the issue goes unexamined by some authors in the collections who describe how they teach particular genres. Like Freedman and others, Berkenkotter and Huckin stress genre acquisition as situated cognition, as learned from participating in communicative activities. Given their emphasis on cognition, it is somewhat surprising that they examine the question of teaching genre only minimally in a final chapter. This debate, in both Australia and North America, hinges on not only how people learn language, as Freedman's article explicates, but also on how constraining or liberating genres are. The point is far from settled, but Freedman, Richardson, Coe, Hunt, and others help to advance and clarify its terms.
Put together, these three books demonstrate substantial progress in our understanding of genre theory and in our application of that theory to particular genres. Berkenkotter and Huckin's book-with chapters all written by the authors except for a brief one by John Ackerman-naturally presents a more cohesive theoretical view of genre, although most of its chapters had been published previously and before the authors developed their theoretical statement. Its substantial theory is largely developed in the first chapter (a version of which also appeared in Written Communication in 1993), and several studies in later chapters illuminate some of the basic principles laid out in that first chapter. Freedman and Medway present their theoretical stances more loosely, largely in the two introductions to their collections. Although different authors in the collections often establish their own theoretical bases, the perspectives on genre in both collections are remarkably consistent for the most part. Genre and the New Rhetoric is especially helpful for its collection of classic articles (and an update from Miller) and is more theoretically inclined than Learning and Teaching Genre, which is explicitly designed to concentrate on classroom genres. All three of these books show just how far we have come in this evolving reconceptualization of genre, having developed significant and coherent theoretical statements, having demonstrated those theories with particular genres, and having considered with some complexity the application of those theories to the classroom.
Challenges Ahead
Perhaps because we have come so far, some of the most difficult territories of genre remain ahead of us. Some of these areas are addressed by some articles in these books; others remain as work to be done.
One of the challenges not sufficiently recognized is the need to begin defining genre against related concepts rather than against past genre definitions. Because a traditional view of genre as taxonomy of literary texts has been so entrenched, genre theorists have, not surprisingly, worked to define the new conception of genre in contrast to this traditional view. The introductions of all three books review the traditional view in their first paragraphs in order to set their new conception in opposition to it.2 Such a contrast with the familiar has proven quite useful, helping to get past readers' preconceptions about the concept and opening the possibility of a different perspective. Now that that new perspective has been established so well, however, it is time to turn to finer discriminations. We need to expand our "not-statements," as Freadman calls them, to contrast genre not only with past views of genre but also with current views of related concepts such as situation and context, discourse community, and register.
As we have moved away from equating genre with textual form, the abstractness of the concept has at times made it difficult to distinguish genre from the context of which it is a part. Miller's new article in Genre and the New Rhetoric and Berkenkotter and Huckin do address this issue, at least indirectly. All definitions of genre emphasize their relatedness to situations of use, which in turn relate to social context. The emphasis on recurrence of situation within context seems essential to the nature of genre as patterning, to distinguishing genre from rhetorical situation in general and context even more generally. Berkenkotter and Huckin, like Freed-man and Medway and others since Miller, derive genres from "actors' responses to recurrent situations" and note that genres "serve to stabilize experience and give it coherence and meaning" (4), thus patterning context. Berkenkotter and Huckin see this patterning of situation and context as largely cognitive but based on social experience; they define genre knowledge as "situated cognition" that is "derived from and embedded in our participation in the communicative activities of daily and professional life" (7).
Berkenkotter and Huckin intentionally blur the distinction between genre and context, however, when they introduce the concept of "duality of structure" from Gidden's structuration theory, arguing that "in our use of organizational or disciplinary genres, we constitute social structures (in professional, institutional, and organizational contexts) and simultaneously reproduce these structures" (17). To Miller, such reproduction replaces recurrence and makes genre both a "constituent" of society and "a midlevel structurational nexus between mind and society" (Freedman and Medway, Genre 71). In proper nonfoundational terms, individuals' use of genre thus becomes the creator of context, and the patterning so critical to genre becomes a consequence of genre rather than of situation. As genre study notes its accomplishments, it should also note its limitations and question its initial assumptions (as these scholars are doing, for example, in introducing structuration theory); it should gain critical selfreflection. One of the most important current assumptions needing questioning is the dependence of genre theory on the concept of discourse community-which is, like context, another conceptual link that genre theorists need to examine. Many articles, including my own, have tied genre to discourse community, for discourse community provided a convenient location and specification of situation and context. Thus, Berkenkotter and Huckin use discourse community in one of their five principles-"Genre conventions signal a discourse community's norms, epistemology, ideology, and social ontology" (21)-and community is an integral part of many of their studies of scientific and academic contexts. Discourse community is a concept laced throughout the Freedman and Medway books as well, from their initial citation and questioning of Swales' substantial reliance on community in their introduction to Genre and the New Rhetoric to the frequent reference to communities in chapters in Learning and Teaching Genre. Such common reliance on discourse communities has been useful to developing genre theory; however, now that the concept of discourse community is under attack, genre theorists would do well to consider the criticisms of discourse community as potential criticisms of genre theory and to establish a genre theory based in a revised understanding of community.
Some writers in these books attempt such refigurations. Freedman and Medway briefly raise the issue in their comments on Swales' work in Genre and the New Rhetoric, though they pay considerably more attention to the issue of a critical perspective on genre (to which I will return in a moment) and the issue goes unremarked in Learning and Teaching Genre. As Freedman and Medway point out, two of the authors in Genre and the New Rhetoric, Miller and A. D. Van Nostrand, reconsider the relationship between genre and discourse community. Van Nostrand demonstrates the shifting nature of discourse community and its necessary separation from audience but keeps it connected to genre through shared communicative purpose. Drawing on Giddens' structuration theory, Miller revisits her original use of "culture" for defining genre and proposes "rhetorical community," at a level higher than genre, as "a rhetorical construct. It is the community as invoked, represented, presupposed, or developed in rhetorical discourse" (73). Genre becomes, for Miller, a "centripetal" force (drawing from Bakhtin) that keeps this constructed rhetorical community together by "structur[ing] joint action through communal decorum" (74). The relationship Miller specifies resembles Berkenkotter and Huckin's identification of genres as "the intellectual scaffolds on which communitybased knowledge is constructed" (24). Anne Freadman presents another model, in her article reprinted in Genre and the New Rhetoric, for she discusses the game of genre in terms of its "ceremonial place," both literally and metaphorically: "To understand the rules of the genre is to know when and where it is appropriate to do and say certain things, and to know that to do and say them at inappropriate places and times is to run the risk of having them ruled out." (59) Rather than genre reflecting discourse community, Freadman suggests that "it is place... that constitutes genre, and that the functions and roles entailed by place determine the interlocutory structure of a genre" (60).
As these beginning efforts illustrate, genre theory needs to continue developing its understanding of the cultural basis of genres, of the source of the shared values and epistemology within which genre functions rhetorically. At the same time, it needs to heed the criticisms of discourse community as homogeneous, without conflict and tension, and examine how genre theory can acknowledge conflict and diversity as an important part of genre. As Freedman and Medway note in their introductory section, "Towards More Critical Genre Studies" (Genre 11-15), genre theory has been largely uncritical in its treatment of genre as a reflector or constructor of norms, values, and epistemologies. To the extent that genres have been treated as serving the needs of communities, scholars have largely ignored whether those needs should be served or whether the community's use of genres suppresses other needs. I would add that genre study has not adequately dealt with genre's power to inhibit as well as enable writers and readers, perhaps fearing old accusations of genre as boa constrictor. With the new awareness of creativity theory, critical pedagogy, feminist critiques, queer theory, and other challenges to the homogeneity of writing, theorists must find ways of incorporating diversity, conflict, and tension in their sometimes overly placid views of genre.
Like early views of discourse communities, genres have too often been seen as neutral concepts, devoid of political and ideological significance. Such neutrality appears in many of the chapters in these three collections. So far, we have perhaps inadequately dealt with genre as constraint and restriction for fear of resuscitating traditional fears of genre as formal template, as the straitjacket of creativity, as constricting rather than constructing. Perhaps now critical and cultural theory has developed enough to recognize that all texts and all contexts constrain as well as liberate, that it is never so simple as one text-type freeing us to literary heights while another restricts us to mundane formula. All utterances, all acts of discourse, entail power relationships, valorize some over others, enable some and constrain others. It is not a matter of good texts that are free of genre and bad texts within a genre, for no text is genre-free. It is not a matter of good concepts, like community, free of ideology and bad concepts, like genre, enforcers of ideology, for no concept is ideology-free. There is evidence in all three books of a new critical stage for genre study. 
